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Intermodal Solutions Group (ISG) is our mining and grain division. ISG is now a

global company with agents in South Africa, Tanzania, Mexico, Brazil, Peru, Chile

and a strong team in Australia and New Zealand. ISG has a blue chip customer base

in both grain and mining and our engineering team has designed containers for

cartage of wheat, copper concentrate, Coal, mineral sands, nickel & iron ore. Our

container designs are all FEA tested and have gone through a rigorous testing

programme. ISG designed the first ever bulk container certified BK2 compliant and

these containers currently move copper concentrate in Australia. Our designs are

tippler friendly and we work in closely with RAM spreaders on a global basis. RAM

spreaders supply the tippler, trade named the Revolver because of the fast turning

action. ISG has patented our unique lid lifting system that enables product to be

tipped inside the ship’s hull and by using a water suppressant makes this a dustless

system. Our system has been given the green tick of approval and we estimate by

using the containers instead of expensive storage sheds the customer saves over

20million USD. Projects like copper concentrate for OZ minerals have made us the

benchmark in the industry. We have also just completed a large project into the                                                page 1 / 2



Congo for EXXARO to move iron ore out of Point Noir. Mineral sands is another area

where we have become specialists and the supply of over 2,000 containers into

Adelaide for the movement of this commodity places us again in the bench marking

arena. Our team of dedicated experts are always available to assist you in your

projects early stages so please feel free to contact any of our international sales

team.
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